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Kristen Bradley loves the theater, but has been so busy with nursing school and a troubled relationship, that
she hasn't had time to step foot on stage. So when the opportunity arises to join a local theater company, she
jumps at the chance. There, she finds happiness, and is quickly drawn in deeper to the tight- knit group than
she ever imagined. You see, Riverbend Community Theater is like a family, only its ties are stronger than
blood. They're so strong in fact, it's almost cult-like, given that the entire company bows down to one very
powerful director. His name is Richard, and people worship the ground he walks on. He's charismatic,
talented, charming, and larger-than-life. Soon he takes young Kristen under his wing; offering friendship,
fatherly advice, and a shoulder to cry on. Something about him fills the empty hole created within her when
her father left so long ago, and now she can't imagine life without her new "family". Just when things
couldn't get any better, Kristen discovers a dark side to Richard. Not only does he control his actors onstage,
but off as well, and it doesn't take long before his fatherly-affection gives way to late night phone calls and
seductive emails. Now Kristen's perfect world is shattered, and she's forced to question everything she
thought she knew about this company and its director. She wants to tell Richard no, but she's also keenly
aware that bruising his ego is the worst mistake any of his actors can make if they hope to stay around.
Should she give in to him and maintain her place with Riverbend, or walk away and lose everything she
loves? Ties That Bind is the story of a vulnerable young woman who quickly learns that things aren't always
what they seem, and sometimes, the seductive world of acting and the allure of the stage prove more
powerful than one girl can fight against.
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From reader reviews:

Patricia McGuire:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled Ties That Bind. Try to make book Ties That Bind as your good friend. It
means that it can to get your friend when you experience alone and beside that of course make you smarter
than previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you personally. The book makes you far more confidence
because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let me make new experience along with knowledge
with this book.

John Dinwiddie:

This Ties That Bind are generally reliable for you who want to be described as a successful person, why. The
explanation of this Ties That Bind can be on the list of great books you must have is definitely giving you
more than just simple reading through food but feed you actually with information that might be will shock
your earlier knowledge. This book is usually handy, you can bring it everywhere and whenever your
conditions in e-book and printed versions. Beside that this Ties That Bind forcing you to have an enormous
of experience such as rich vocabulary, giving you tryout of critical thinking that we realize it useful in your
day action. So , let's have it appreciate reading.

Anthony Vice:

People live in this new moment of lifestyle always aim to and must have the time or they will get lots of
stress from both way of life and work. So , once we ask do people have extra time, we will say absolutely of
course. People is human not really a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity do you possess
when the spare time coming to anyone of course your answer will unlimited right. Then ever try this one,
reading ebooks. It can be your alternative in spending your spare time, the particular book you have read is
definitely Ties That Bind.

Blake Westerman:

You may spend your free time you just read this book this reserve. This Ties That Bind is simple bringing
you can read it in the playground, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not have much space to bring
the actual printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save the
book in your smart phone. Consequently there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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